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Strategic Alliance Exploratory Meeting #1  

 Interview Guide  

This is an interview guide that you would use with another professional with whom you are considering collaborating in some 

form.  This guide offers questions to ask, as well as answer you will want to share with them, to establish if your businesses, 

audiences, talents and personalities align.  The purpose of this first exploratory meeting is to establish whether there is a strong 

enough foundation between you to move forward to a second exploratory meeting  where you would then explore doing with 

an initial collaborative project or marketing effort.  At the end of your exploratory meetings, in order to move forward you 

must feel EACH of the following Three Criteria apply:  1) this is someone with whom you would enjoy working 2) your 

businesses and focuses compliment each other but don’t compete directly AND 3) your clients and “following” would be drawn 

to the other professional and vice-versa.  Sometimes you do not know at the end of the first meeting if these three criteria are 

present.  Do not agree to move forward on a project or collaboration until you are sure these are present.   

Note: It almost always takes more than one exploratory interview to establish whether to move forward on a project.  I do not 

recommend agreeing to move forward decisively on a project after only one meeting, no matter how much you click or even if 

you know each other pretty well (that can actually mislead us into thinking there is a fit prematurely)! 

1) How long have you been a___________?  (ex: marketing consultant, wellness coach, business 

mentor, yoga teacher).  What do you love about it? 

 

2) Who do you consider your Ideal Client? 

 

 

 

3) What are the services and/or products you provide?   

 

 

4) What do you consider your “sweet spot” (with your services/products or the “gift” you provide to 

your clients)? 

 

5) How big is your email list?   

 

 

 

6) What are you up to this year?  How might I be able to support you?  
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And don’t forget about the 6 C’s! 

 

Client – this means you share an ideal client and want to work with the same people.  Strategic Alliances 

rarely flourish or have any longevity unless your ideal client is the same.  Remember, just because you can 

work with their ideal clients, doesn’t mean you should.  Go for a match 

Complement – this means your work complements the other but does not directly compete.  As an example, 

if you are a business coach, complementary people may be a web designer, a copywriter, or a blog expert.  In 

all these cases, your work not only complements each other, but you often help the other professional and 

your client be more successful through your collaboration.   

Currency – this means there is a financial gain by working with each other – whether it is an actual exchange 

of money or direct money flowing in, or what I call invisible currency that brings you more success by working 

with each other over the long run.  Ultimately, if both of you aren’t getting more success by partnering with 

each other, you shouldn’t collaborate. 

Compatible –this means that you have a shared philosophy in how you work, how you see the niche you 

work within, and you stand behind each other’s approach to the work 100%.  If you like or agree with some 

of what they do, but not all of it, they wouldn’t be a compatible partner.   

“Click” 

Compatible 

Client 
(Shared) 

Complement 
(vs. 

Compete) 

Currency 

Character 
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Character – this means that you can trust this person. They seem to have high integrity and you believe they 

have the best of intent and want you to be successful as much as they want themselves to be successful.   

Click – this means you just feel a good connection with the person and that it comes easily and naturally.  It is 

not forced.  Often people choose partners just for this which can be short sighted without the other 5 C’s.  

But without “click”, it won’t be a really joyous experience to work with each other.  Therefore, it is vital.  

Remember that having each of these 6 C’s is critical to building powerful strategic alliances that will bring 

more joy and prosperity to your business.  With these two tools it will be easy for you to make a choice that is 

either a powerful “yes” or a powerful “no”.   


